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All SEER solutions are built on the
same design principles, incorporating
the following application elements:
 Annotated and guided interface
for defining projects
 Parametric estimating engine
 Extensive, project-applicable
Knowledge Bases
 Numerous standard and custom
reporting options

 Mechanical, electrical, electronic,
structural and hydraulic hardware
 Components, subsystems, systems, and
systems of systems
 Design, production, operations,
maintenance (reliability), and disposal.
 Development and production labor-hours
and material costs, including prototypes
 Estimated costs of competitive products

of a pre-defined and proven mathematical
model. They can usefully embody a great
deal of prior experience and are less biased
than human thought processes alone.
Parametric modeling takes its name from
the project parameters or variables that
are modified during the project simulation
rigorous and repeatable mathematical
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WHAT IS PARAMETRIC MODELING?

an extensive database of comparable
hardware projects. Features are available
to adjust or calibrate models to align with
your specific operating practices, e.g., direct
costs only, fully burdened costs, or costs
plus profit, and variations in labor rates.

In order for parametric models to have any
validity they must be based on or
mathematically proven using actual project
data. It is the sophistication of the data
analysis methods and the extensiveness of
the underlying project data which
determine the effectiveness of a modeling
solution.

little information is known, and to refine
those estimates over time as additional
details become available.
Evaluating uncertainty in SEER HW can
be addressed by entering, best case,
worst case, and most likely case values.
SEER HW aggregates these values into a
confidence plot, which assesses the
probability of your achieving a particular
outcome. Confidence estimates help
users evaluate internal or outsourced
(competitive) development options. From
a preliminary estimate users can perform
extensive trade-off analyses (trade
studies) on various design and
SEER Parametric Modeling Process

production options, such as make-buy
considerations, alternative materials or

DEVELOPING AN ESTIMATE
A SEER HW estimate can be developed
from an existing project “template” or by
adding and defining individual work
elements. SEER HW generates a virtual
project based on:
The SEER Modeling Engine: SEER
mathematical models are derived from
extensive project histories, behavioral
models, and metrics. SEER HW
estimates leverage industry and/or
company project histories and proven
formulaic cost relationships.
Initially, SEER HW generates a
normalized estimate from a
comprehensive database of technical,
programmatic, and cost information.
Cost Estimating Relation-ships (CERs)
are applied to the normalized estimate to
address organization-specific factors
such as experience levels, legacy design,
certification requirements, and
manufacturing methods, as well as
project specific factors such as labor
rates, quantities and learning curves.

SEER Knowledge Bases: SEER

labor sources, varying production runs,

Knowledge Bases serve as a virtual

or different support scenarios.

“in-house expert,” providing default
project definitions, values, ranges, and
calibrations based on comparable project
histories.

As parameter values are entered or
changed, SEER HW updates cost
estimates, in real-time, enabling users
to perform extensive “what if” analyses

Together, these capabilities enable users

to preview and optimize project

to develop first-look estimates when very

outcomes.

USING & DOCUMENTING RESULTS
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capabilities span development,
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production, operations and support for
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sensors in space, on missiles, and on

Logic Gates and Complexity; and more

manned or unmanned aircraft. EOS Pro

than 15 additional parameters. SEER for
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comprehensive design trades based upon
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A variety of charts, graphs, and reports
are available for quickly summarizing
project outcomes, alternatives, and workin-progress. Results can also be exported
to Microsoft Project, Microsoft Office, and
other 3rd-party applications.
Open architecture and APIs ensure that
SEER applications can be easily integrated
with productivity solutions and enterprise
applications. SEER HW is also fully
integrated with SEER for Software and
SEER for Manufacturing enabling users to
develop a Total System Vision of complex
projects.
EXTENDED CAPABILITIES
The SEER HW product family includes a
number of options for extending the
capabilities of the core SEER solution:
Integration to MS Project
Integration to Microsoft Project enables
user to construct a complete project plan,
automatically, from any SEER for
Hardware project estimate. Users can
deploy the MS integration out-of-the-box
or create customized activity plans and
labor categories addressing organizational
best practices and specific staff
allocations.

determine the costs of these devices.

ABOUT GALORATH

ON TIME. ON TARGET.

Galorath Incorporated has invested more

 Control products across the product lifecycle: Development > Production >

than two decades developing solutions
to help government and commercial
organizations plan and manage complex
projects.
SEER solutions combine an intuitive interface, extensive project-applicable
knowledge bases, sophisticated projectmodeling technologies and rich reporting
features. SEER solutions derive accurate
cost, schedule and staffing estimates by
assessing the interaction and impact of
specific product, process, personnel and
technology variables.

Operations > Support > Retirement
 Predict Labor Hours and Cost
 Build component and system-level costs, project estimates for labor-hours
and cost, materials, tooling costs, and support
 Leverage the industry’s most comprehensive project Knowledge Bases to
generate viable estimates even before final design and Bill of Materials
 Understand and Manage Cost Drivers and Project Risks
 Analyze complex and inter-dependent lifecycle trade-offs: design,
production, operations, and support trade-offs
 Analyze “Make versus Buy” decisions
 Evaluate quality and reliability
 Estimate Mechanical, Electrical, Structural, Electronic or Hydraulic

SEER solutions are employed by

Projects

thousands of users worldwide in
financial, manufacturing, hightechnology and government institutions
to obtain a rapid and powerful view of
the critical factors driving program
decisions and success.
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